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Richard “Dickie” Hodges, Manager of the Nomura Global Dynamic Bond Fund, provides his view of the fixed 

income market environment: 

 

 As we enter 2021 we have taken risk “off the table” across the portfolio and invested more substantially in 

short-dated US Treasuries. 

 However, a cautious stance does not mean a negative stance, and our medium- to longer-term optimism is 

reflected in long credit risk in selected areas across the portfolio including some of the more cyclical sectors 

within high-yield credit and convertibles, European banks and emerging markets. 

 It is also probable that the combination of fiscal stimulus will combine with eventual economic recovery to 

create inflationary pressure, which in turn could lead to higher and steeper bond yields 

Strategy & Positioning – Looking Forward 

 

Our view of markets remains one of long-term optimism balanced by short-term caution. 

 

In line with our expectations of fiscal stimulus measures on both sides of the Atlantic, the US Congress agreement of a 

$900bn package of measures was welcome.  

 

Covid restrictions continue to dampen consumer activity. Politicians realise that they have no choice other than to 

continue to prop up the economy. This, and the continued accommodation of Central Banks (which will keep interest 

rates on hold) will support markets in the medium- to long-term. 

 

As we enter 2021 after such a strong run in risk assets, a more cautious portfolio stance is warranted, and for this 

reason we have taken risk “off the table” across the portfolio and invested more substantially in short-dated US 

Treasuries. This will function as a source of liquidity for the Fund and will allow us to benefit from any future 

opportunities created by volatility. 

 

Volatility is something we expect to see over the months ahead. For this reason, we reinforced the hedging on the 

portfolio in December, adding equity puts to guard against broad falls in risky assets. These sit alongside existing CDS 

positions that protect the Fund from movements wider in US investment grade spreads. 

 

For the avoidance of doubt however, a cautious stance does not mean a negative stance, and our medium- to longer-

term optimism is reflected in long credit risk in selected areas across the portfolio. These include some of the more 

cyclical sectors within high-yield credit and convertibles, European banks and emerging markets. We are also keen on 

insurance credit, a sector where we think M&A seems set to continue. 

 

It is also probable that the combination of fiscal stimulus will combine with eventual economic recovery to create 

inflationary pressure, which in turn could lead to higher and steeper bond yields. Any such move in yields is likely to be 



 

 

 

limited, however, by the consequences for sovereign debt affordability. If bond yields do rise, it seems inevitable that 

Central Banks will intervene. For now, duration risk within the portfolio remains modest. 

Richard “Dickie” Hodges 

 

Dickie Hodges began his career in 1986 at Chase Manhattan Bank in Fixed Income operations, 

before joining Natwest Investment where he was responsible for management of a number of 

specialist investment funds employing derivatives and cash instruments to implement 

quantitative strategies. 

 

He spent 18 years at Gartmore where he was Head of Pan European Portfolio Construction with responsibility for 

both their SICAV European Corporate Bond Fund and their SICAV European Bond Fund. 

 

Prior to joining Nomura Asset Management in November 2014, Dickie held the role of Head of High Alpha Fixed 

Income at Legal & General Investment Management, managing its “Dynamic Bond Trust” – an unconstrained fixed 

income fund which he managed from its inception in 2007 until April 2014.   
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The Nomura Asset Management Group is a leading global investment manager. Headquartered in Tokyo, Nomura 

has additional investment offices throughout the world including London, Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong, 

Shanghai, Taipei, Frankfurt and New York. With a global workforce of over 1,300 employees it has been operating 

in Europe for the past 30 years. Today Nomura Asset Management provides its clients with a wide range of 

innovative investment strategies including global, regional and single country equities, high yield bonds, alternative 

investments and global fixed income strategies. 

 

Disclosures  

 

This report was prepared by Nomura Asset Management U.K. Ltd. for information purposes only on the general 

environment of investment conditions. The contents of this report are not intended in any way to indicate or 

guarantee future investment result as the value of investments may go down as well as up.  

 

Furthermore, this report is not intended as a solicitation or recommendation with respect to the purchase or sale 

of any particular investment. Values may also be affected by exchange rate movements and investors may not get 

back the full amount originally invested. Before purchasing any  
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investment fund or product, you should read the related prospectus and/or documentation in order to form your 

own assessment and judgment and, to make an investment decision. 

 

The strategy may invest in Emerging Market or High Yield debt securities. Emerging markets debt securities tend to 

be more volatile than those of more developed capital markets and can carry a higher risk of default.  Therefore, 

any investment is at greater risk. High Yield securities also tend to experience higher levels of volatility and default 

than investment grade securities; again, therefore, any investment is at greater risk. The strategy may invest in 

derivatives including (but not limited to futures, forwards, options, swaps and swaptions. Some of these securities 

are exchange traded, others are not.  

 

Derivatives traded on an exchange are guaranteed by the exchange. Derivatives that are not exchange traded carry 

risk of default by the counterparty. In almost all cases (other than long positions in options), the derivatives used 

may result in losses greater than the amount of the original investment. Investors in the Nomura Funds Ireland 

umbrella cannot experience losses greater than the amount invested. Nomura Asset Management U.K. Ltd. is 

authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 

 

Nomura Funds Ireland plc is authorised by the Central Bank of Ireland as an open-ended umbrella investment 

company with variable capital and segregated liability between its sub-funds, established as an undertaking for 

Collective Investment in Transferable Securities under the European Communities (Undertakings for Collective 

Investment in Transferable Securities) Regulations 2011.    

 

The prospectus, key investor information document (KIID) and other fund related materials are available on the 

NAM UK website at www.nomura-asset.co.uk. 

 

 


